
UNIT 4: MAMMALS AND BIRDS

Name:______________________________________   Level:____________

1. Look at these pictures. 
• What are the differences between them?
• Which one is a mammal? Which is a bird?

_________________________         __________________________

2. Look at these animals and write mammal or bird.

                         
   
_______________              _________________                  _____________________             _________________         

                             

     

      __________________                                   _____________________                          ________________

MAMALS
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UNIT 4: MAMMALS AND BIRDS

Name:______________________________________   Level:____________

Mammals are  vertebrate animals.  Most of them have  four legs and
their body is covered by hair or fur, but there are mammals with wings,
like bats or tins like dolphins.

Leopards are mammals. These are their body parts.

                      

                                                                                                                                                             

Lions are also mammals. Complete with their body parts.
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TAIL

TRUNK

 FUR

LEGS

HEAD



UNIT 4: MAMMALS AND BIRDS

Name:______________________________________   Level:____________

1. Underline   the correct sentences about mammals:

a) Most of mammals have one leg/ most of mammals have four legs.

b) Mammals have their body covered by feathers / mammals have their
body covered by fur or hair.

c) Mammals are vertebrate animals/ mammals are invertebrate animals

d) Dolphins are mammals /dolphins are fishes

2. Complete   the text with the correct word.(Revise page 1)

     “Mammals are v____________ animals. Most of them have four
l_________.  They  have  their  body  covered  by  h_______  or
f________.  Some  mammals  have  w________  like  bats,  or  tins  like
d___________.”

3. Draw   your favorite mammal and label its body parts.

BIRDS
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UNIT 4: MAMMALS AND BIRDS

Name:______________________________________   Level:____________

Birds are vertebrate animals. They lay eggs. They have two legs, two
wings and a beak. Their body is covered by feathers. Most of birds can
fly, but some of them, like ostrichs or penguins, can not.

Seagulls are birds. These are their body parts.

                                            

Ducks are also birds. Complete with their body parts. 

                

                                                     

4. Underline   the correct sentences about birds.
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UNIT 4: MAMMALS AND BIRDS

Name:______________________________________   Level:____________

a) Birds and mammals are invertebrate animals/Birds and mammals are
vertebrate animals.

b) Birds have a mouth/ Birds have a beak.

c) Birds have two wings /Birds don´t have wings

d) Birds have two legs /Birds have four legs

e) Birds have their body covered by feathers /Birds have their body
covered by hair or fur.

f) Ducks are birds /Ducks are mammals.

5. Complete   the text with the correct word.(Revise page 4)

     “Birds are v____________ animals. They  have  two l_________,
two w_______ and one b________. They have their body covered by
F____________.  Some  birds  can  not  fly  like  o___________  or
p_________.

6. Draw   your favorite bird and label its body parts.

7. Match the sentences.
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UNIT 4: MAMMALS AND BIRDS

Name:______________________________________   Level:____________

                            Have their body covered by feathers

                            Have their body covered by fur or hair

                            Lay eggs

MAMMALS                  Have two wings

                               Most of them have four legs

   BIRDS                      Can fly

                            Bats

                            Dolphins

                            seagull
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